In this work, we suggest that the poorer results obtained with particle swarm optimization (PSO) in some previous studies should be attributed to the cross-validation scheme commonly employed to improve generalization of PSO-trained neural network river forecasting (NNRF) models. Crossvalidation entails splitting the training dataset into two, and accepting particle position updates only if fitness improvements are concurrently measured on both subsets. The NNRF calibration process thus becomes a multi-objective (MO) optimization problem which is still addressed as a singleobjective one. In our opinion, PSO cross-validated training should be carried out under an MO optimization framework instead. Therefore, in this work, we introduce a novel MO variant of the swarm optimization algorithm to train NNRF models for the prediction of future streamflow discharges in the Shenandoah River watershed, Virginia (USA). The case study comprises over 9,000 observations of both streamflow and rainfall observations, spanning a period of almost 25 years. The newly introduced MO fully informed particle swarm (MOFIPS) optimization algorithm is found to provide better performing models with respect to those developed using the standard PSO, as well as advanced gradient-based optimization techniques. These findings encourage the use of an MO approach to NNRF cross-validated training with swarm optimization.
INTRODUCTION Neural network river forecasting
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been successfully employed as black-box modeling tools in many hydrological contexts, mostly due to their intrinsic non-linear properties and adaptive behavior that grant them the ability to cope with the non-linear processes usually found in hydrology. computed based on the network predicted output, and a new generation of the population is created according to different updating rules. In the PSO algorithm, the population is made up by particles that behave like a storm of birds collectively looking for prey. In an iterative fashion, the position of each particle changes with a certain velocity, which is a function of the best position reached so far by the particle as well as the best position found among all the particles in its neighborhood. In recent times, the PSO algorithm has gained popularity in the field of hydrology due to its simplicity and computational efficiency, and successful applications are already available in the literature.
However, most applications deal with the optimization of conceptual hydrological models (Gill et Kong. The results showed that PSO-trained networks were more accurate than those optimized using common backpropagation or the LM algorithm. In addition, the author proposed the combination of PSO and LM in a split step approach (Chau ) . This paradigm combines the advantages of global search capability of PSO algorithm in the first step, and local fast convergence of the LM algorithm in the second step. The mixed approach was able to attain a higher accuracy than the two algorithms on their own.
Although these initial studies suggested that the PSO is able to perform better model calibration compared to derivative-based techniques, the opposite conclusions were drawn by Piotrowski & Napiorkowski () for a recent case study involving streamflow discharge forecasting in the Annapolis River catchment, Nova Scotia (Canada). In their work, the authors show that LM training yielded more accurate FNN models in much less time with respect to several global optimization techniques, including two advanced variants of the PSO which are known to outperform the standard version of the algorithm on benchmark tests. The authors therefore strongly advocate for the use of local search techniques to develop NNRF models by means of differentiable objective functions, as long as a multi-start approach is implemented to reduce the chances of getting stuck in poor minima.
Objective of this study
Due to the limited number of reported applications, this present study is an attempt to shed light on the real effectiveness of swarm optimization techniques as a calibration algorithm for NNRF models. In particular, we focus on how generalization is ensured in PSO-trained neural networks, an aspect which has been overlooked so far and that could possibly explain the poorer performances of swarm optimization in some applications. Generalization is the ability of an ANN model to produce accurate approximations of the output variable given inputs that were not included in the training dataset. When gradient-based search methods are used to calibrate the ANN, model generalization is usually ensured through early stopping (ES) (Coulibaly et al. ) . ES entails the division of the training dataset in two subsets to form an independent validation dataset. The calibration is performed by minimizing the objective function on the training dataset, but it is stopped once the performances in the validation dataset start to deteriorate, a signal that the model is now fitting the random noise in the data rather than the underlying relationship between the variables. A similar split-set approach is employed to prevent over-fitting in PSO-trained NNRF models. Specifically, cross-validation is implemented by allowing particle position updates only if fitness improvements are concurrently recorded on both the training and the validation dataset (Piotrowski & Napiorkowski ) , in analogy with stopped training. We suggest that this approach is wrong in two respects. In the first place, it is entirely possible for a particle to move to a location characterized by better generalization while temporarily underperforming on the validation dataset. This could be easily seen by running the PSO to minimize only the training errors while recording the evolution of the validation performances at the same time, as done in Figure 1 
METHODS

Particle swarm optimization
In recent times, the PSO method (Eberhart & Kennedy ; Kennedy ; Poli et al. ) has gained popularity in many fields of science and engineering due to its computational efficiency, and relative simplicity of implementation compared to other global optimization approaches. When the PSO is employed for ANN training each particle represents a different hypothesis on the optimal set of parameters of the network, and consists of an n-dimensional vector where n is the number of parameters in the model.
In the standard form of the PSO, the search is performed by updating the current position X t of each particle in the n-dimensional parameter space with a velocity V t that in turns depends on the particle best position as well as the the ANN approximations on a given dataset. If P i is the best position for ith particle up to time t-1, and G is the global best position in the particle's neighborhood, the canonical PSO algorithm in its Type 1 constriction formulation (Clerc & Kennedy ) as:
where ⊗ is the point-wise vector multiplication;
is a n-dimensional vector of uniformly distributed random numbers between 0 and φ i ; χ is a constriction coefficient that ensures convergence and is given
common choice that guarantees convergence is to set 
Fully informed PSO
The canonical version of the PSO entails that velocity updates are performed by considering only the position of the best particle in the neighborhood and a particle's best position. However, it has been suggested that considering the positions of the other particles in the neighborhood may benefit the search process carried out by the swarm as a whole (Mendes et al. ) . This is the idea behind the FIPS variant of the PSO in which the best position of all the particle neighbors is taken into account for the velocity update (Mendes et al.
).
The equations for the FIPS can be obtained from the Type 1' constriction formulation of the PSO by first noting that (2) is equivalent to:
for φ max ¼ 4:1 and
The FIPS formulation is obtained by modifying the partitioning in (4a)-(4d) to obtain:
where P k is the best position found by the kth neighbor of the particle to be updated, and W k ð Þ is a weighting factor which is a constant value or a function of some relevant characteristic of the kth particle, such as its fitness or its Euclidean distance from the particle being updated.
Swarm topology
The swarm topology is defined as the layout of particles connections forming the neighborhoods. Although dynamic topologies with changing neighborhoods have been employed, for the remainder of the discussion they will be considered fixed during the optimization process, unless promotes diversity in the FIPS since every particle contributes to the movement of each other particle in the swarm.
In addition, while the particle's own position is always employed in the PSO, FIPS topologies may or may not include it.
The MOFIPS algorithm
In MO optimization (MO) problems, several conflicting objective functions have to be minimized concurrently (Deb ) . In this study, we address cross-validated PSO- 
, where φ k is a uniform random number between 0 and 1. The MOFIPS formulation can be thus expressed as:
MOFIPS performances on benchmark tests problems. The performances were estimated using the same two performance measures employed in Deb et al.
(), which are particularly effective in directly evaluating both the convergence to a known Pareto-optimal set and the spread among the solutions returned by the algorithm.
These two measures are, respectively, called the convergence metric Υ and the diversity metric Δ. A value of zero of Υ entails perfect convergence of the algorithm solutions to a chosen subset of points in the optimal Pareto-front.
Accordingly, a zero value for the diversity metric Δ will identify that a set of solutions spans uniformly the entire Pareto-front, including the extremes. The reader is referred to the original paper for information on how these two metrics are actually computed. For fair comparison with the results reported in the study, the same maximum of 25,000 function evaluations was set as the termination criterion for each MOFIPS simulation run. In Tables 1 and 2 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Input and model selection
The original time series were initially pre-processed to remove outliers and additional inputs were formed by means of aggregating operators. In particular, 3-day and 7-day moving averages of flow observations, as well as 3-day and 7-day cumulated precipitation, were employed to form a total of six input variables. Lagged time series up to 3 days were considered so that the total set of inputs comprised a total of 18 potential candidates. The input and output variables were rescaled in the [-1, 1] range to facilitate ANN training, and the dataset was then split into a training (40% of available dates), a validation (40% of available dates) and a test dataset (20% of available dates). A constructive forward selection (CFS) needed to perform the CFS, the ANNs were trained using the LM method, which is the fastest training technique employed in this study. The optimal model returned by the CFS scheme was found to have six hidden neurons and five input variables, namely the streamflow discharges up to 3 days ahead (t-1, t-2 and t-3), the rainfall measured the previous day (t-1), and the 3-day cumulated rainfall computed at time t-3. The total number of weights (including ANN biases) in the optimal model was 43.
Comparison of PSO and MOFIPS algorithms' performances
The optimal model returned by the CFS scheme was trained with SO PSO as well as the MOFIPS algorithm to check whether addressing cross-validated ANN training as a MO problem would result in improved performances.
The comparison was carried out using the four particle Table 3 for each employed topology in terms of the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient of efficiency (COE). Other goodness-of-fit measures were employed for the comparison, but these results were not reported since they will not add further insights to the analysis. From a first glance at Table 3 , it appears that the NNRF models trained with the MOFIPS algorithm clearly outperform than those obtained with standard PSO. With the exception of one topology, the median values of the COEs are around 5% higher on the training and validation datasets, and over 11% higher on the test dataset. These figures suggest that the MO approach to PSO-ANN training shows that the efficiency of both PSO and MOFIPS depends on the adopted swarm arrangement. In particular, the PSO seems to be more efficient when the ball topology is employed. This could be attributed to the higher conver- Although slower than the LM, the MOFIPS is able to provide the NNRF with best generalization ability in 1/3 to 1/2 of the time employed by the CG algorithms to perform 100 restarts. The improvements provided by the MOFIPS on the test dataset range from a minimum of 2% for the LM to a maximum of 10% for the CGP, which is the worst performing algorithm. More insights on the relative NNRF performances can be obtained by inspecting the hydrograph fittings graphically, as done in Figure 7 for a sample of the training dataset. It can be seen that the NNRF model obtained by the MOFIPS and the LM tend to better approximate the peaks in streamflow discharge due to rainfall. On the other hand, all the neural networks seem to perform equally well in predicting the falling limbs of the hydrographs after a storm event.
The CGP-trained model seems to suffer from timing errors in predicting the streamflow peaks. This is more likely to happen when there is an excessive imbalance in the relative importance of past streamflow input features over rainfall ones, suggesting that 100 restarts were not sufficient for the CPG algorithm to escape poor minima.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we propose a MO approach for cross-validated swarm optimization training of ANNs to be used for streamflow forecasting purposes. We suggest that addressing crossvalidated training as a SO problem may hinder the optimization process performed by the swarm as it penalizes the exploratory behavior of the algorithm. In addition, the specification of two different objective functions in the acceptance rule for particle position update renders the optimization problem intrinsically MO, thus it should be treated as such. We therefore introduce a MOFIPS and employ it to calibrate a NNRF model for a streamflow prediction application in the Shenandoah River watershed.
After validating MOFIPS performances on benchmark tests, the algorithm is first tested against the standard PSO on the case study application. After assessing the superiority of the proposed MO approach over SO cross-validated training, the performances of the MOFIPS algorithm on the case study application are checked against those of four advanced gradient-based techniques in multi-start mode.
The NNRF model produced by the MOFIPS algorithm is found to outperform those built with all the other gradientbased algorithms, including the LM method. With the Although further research is needed to thoroughly assess the effectiveness of the proposed MO training scheme for NNRF development, the findings of this work are certainly encouraging with respect to some results remarking the inferiority of SO swarm optimization (Piotrowski & Napiorkowski ) . In this regard, it would be particularly interesting to check whether similar MO schemes can benefit NNRF training when other global optimization algorithms are used.
